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Abstract 

The problem of designing VLSI circuits can be divided into several steps. The design starts 
with a high-level description and ends with a layout basedon the selected technology. Graph
ical feedback on the intermediately constructed networks can be provided by an automatic 
schematic generator. The schematics which are generated automatically have to be readable 
fora designer. It is not easy to give exact guidelines for creating readable schema tics. There
fore heuristics have to be used. 

During the design process, the intermediately constructed network changes because of sev
eral design steps, but the functionality of the circuit does not change. A common design step 
is a technology mappingtoa lower level description of the circuit. If the automatically gener
ated schematics of both circuits (the original and the new (mapped) version) are compared, 
the similar points in both circuits are hard to perceive. This is caused by differences in the 
structure of the mapped circuit and differences in generating the schematic. Therefore it is 
necessary togenera te schematics incrementally: the choices which are made by the heuristics 
to create a readable schematic must be driven by the similarities between the circuit to create 
a readable and comparable schematic. 

Togenera te schematics incrementally, the problem of generating schematics automatically is 
solved first. Schematic generation is divided into a number of placement and routing prob
lems. Heuristics are described forthese subproblems which are guided by some criteria to 
create readable schema tics. Togenera te schematics incrementally, the schematic generator is 
adjusted. The similar points in the original and new circuit are exploited in incremental sche
matic generation. Basedon these points, the incremental schematic generator tries to place 
these points at the same place in both schematics. Two methods are presented to generate 
incremental schematics. 

The schematics created by the generator are readable (if the circuit is not too large). Some 
improvements to the schematic generator algorithms are still possible. Incrementally gener
ating schematics is possible; the incrementally generated schematics presented in this thesis 
are comparable with their older versions. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduetion 

The problern of designing VLSI circuits can be divided into several steps. The design starts 
with a high-level description and ends with a layout based on the selected technology. To 
provide feedback during the VLSI design process, schematicscan be used to represent the in
terrnediately constructed networks. Creating schematics rnanually is a time consurning pro
cess, therefore an autornatic schematic generator is needed. It is not easy togenera te readable 
schernatics, because exact guidelines are hard to give. An autornatically generated schema
tic should be cornparable to rnanually generated schernatics. So sorne criteria are needed to 
guide the heuristics which are used for placement and routing the schernatic. For exarnple, 
a criterion rnight be that the nurnber of wire crossings in a schematic should be low. 

During the VLSI-design process, the description of the design changes. For exarnple a design 
step such as technology mapping generates a lower level description of the circuit. If the au
tornatically generated schematics of both circuits (the original and the rnapped version) are 
cornpared, the two schematics rnay look different. This is caused by a different structure of 
the rnapped circuit and a difference in generating the schernatic. An incrernental schematic 
generator should be able togenera te a schematic which is cornparable with the original sche
ma tic. The schematic of the newer circuit should be basedon the structure of the old circuit 
and the sirnilarities between the circuits. The heuristics which try to create a readable sche
matic should be driven by the sirnilarities between the circuit to create a readable and cornpa
rable schernatic. Important questions are: is it possible to exploit all the existing sirnilarities 
between the circuits and if this is not possible, which of these sirnilarities are useful? 

This report is organized as follows. Chapter 2 introduces the problerns of schematic gener
ation and incrernental schematic generation. Sorne rnethods for the forrner problern are the 
subject of chapter 3. The goal is not to create a sophisticated schematic generator but to an
alyze the possibility of exploiting sirnilarities during schematic generation which the subject 
of chapter four. 
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Chapter 2 

The problem 

In this chapter the problern of schematic generation and incrernental schematic generation 
is described. Same of the problerns which are encountered during (incrernental) schematic 
generation are stated and also a rnotivation is given for the incrernental generation of sche
rnatics. 

2.1 Two main tasks 

Two problerns are treated in this thesis: autornatic schematic generation and incrernental au
tomatic schematic generation. To create incrernental schernatics, it is necessary to knowhow 
to create schematics autornatically, so the problern of schematic generation is treated first. 

The problern of generating VLSI circuits is divided into several steps. The design of a circuit 
starts with a high-level description and ends with a layout based on the selected technology. 
During this design process, it is necessary to provide graphical feedback to the designer of the 
ternporarily constructed networks. Drawing circuits rnanually is a time consurning process. 
Therefore an autornatic schematic generator is needed, which draws a graphical representa
tion of a circuit on a terminal. This is the first task which has been treated in this thesis. 

The taskof a schematic generator is togeneratea graphical representation of a circuit based 
on its netlist. This netlist contains the elernents used in the circuit (gates, latches, inputs and 
outputs) and also the nets which conneet these elernents. In order togeneratea schernatic, 
the positions of the elernents and the routing of the nets should be deterrnined. The resulting 
schematic should be 'readable' fora designer, but it is not easy to give exact guidelines. The 
autornatic generator should be able to generate schematics which are camparabie to rnanu
ally generated schernatics. Exarnining these rnanually generated schernatics, one could ob
serve that the wires in these schematics don't cross aften. So the autornatic generator should 
reduce the nurnber of crossings. The problern is to imptement these guidelines in algorithrns 
for schematic generation. Algorithrns which have to be implemenled are placement algo
rithrns for the elernents and routing algorithrns for the nets. In figure 2.1 an exarnple of a 
schematic is shown. This schernatic, representing a gate circuit, is autornatically generated 
frorn a netlist The reetangles in the schematic represent gates. 

During the design process, the netlist of the circuit can change. One of these changes rnay for 
exarnple be caused by a technology rnapper. A technology mapper rnaps the circuit onto a 
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4 THEPROBLEM 

Figure 2.1: Original circuit 

celllibrary (based on some criteria). Although the mapped circuit has a different structure, 
many similarities between the circuits exist. If the automatically generated schematic of the 
mapped circuit is compared with the schematic of the original circuit, these similarities are 
hard to see. In figure 2.2, the schematic is shown of the samecircuit as in figure 2.1, but now 
it has been mapped onto a library of different gates by a technology mapper. There are many 
equivalent points between the circuit, but this is hard to see in the schema tic. 

Figure 2.2: Mapped circuit 

To simplify the comparison ofboth circuits, the schematic generator should be able to gener
a te a schematic in which the sirnilar points arealso drawnat a sirnilar position. So the need 
for an incremental schematic generator has arisen. This is the second task which is treated in 
this thesis. 

The task of an incremental schematic generator is to generate a graphical representation of 
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a netlist basedon the layout of another circuit and the similarities with this circuit. Finding 
these similarities is not treated in this report; the similarities are supposed to be given. In 
figure 2.3 the samecircuit as in figure 2.2 is shown, but now the similar points are positioned 
at the same place. 

Figure 2.3: lncremental schematic of the mapped circuit 

A number of problems arise when creating incremental schematics such as the one in fig
ure 2.3. A problem is to decide which similarities are useful for the incremental schematic 
generator. If for example one element in the newer circuit has several equivalent elements 
in the older circuit, a choice has to be made which equivalent element will be used. Another 
problem is the elementsin the newer circuit which have no equivalent element in the older 
circuit. These elements have to be placed in between the elements which have equivalent el
ements in the older circuit. Even when there is one equivalent element in the older circuit, 
the placement at the desired position (the same position as in the old circuit) is not always 
possible. This is because there may be no unused area at this position in the new schematic 
to place the element. 

The problem of automatically creating schematics is treated in the next chapter and the prob
lem of generating schematics incrementally is treated in chapter four. 
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6 THE PROBLEM 

2.2 Motivation 

The main purpose of an incremental schematic generator is to show the sirnilarities between 
two circuits in the schematics of the circuits. During the circuit design process, many steps 
are taken which change the irnplementation of the circuit, but not the functionality of the cir
cuit. Technology mapping is such a step. The circuit is mapped toa lower level description of 
the circuitbasedon a celllibrary. The structure of the mapped circuit may be completely dif
ferent after technology mapping, but a lot of internal functional equivalent points may still 
be present. The incremental schematic generator can use these equivalences so the designer 
is better able to see the effect of the technology mapping step. Another step is redundancy re
moval, parts of the logic used in the circuit may be redundant. After removal of these parts, 
the newly generated schematic may look completely different, but not with an incremental 
schematic generator. Technology mapping and redundancy removal are just some typical 
applications for incremental schematic generation; more stepsexist which change the irnple
mentation of the circuit without changing the function of the circuit. 

2.3 Environment of the schematic generator 

In figure 2.4 the input and output of the incremental schematic generator is shown. 

Automatic lncremental 
Schematic Generator 

Equivalence detector 

Figure 2.4: Input & Output of the generator 

The equivalences are automatically detected from two netlists by another program, an equiv
alence detector. The result of this program is used in the incremental schematic generator. 



Chapter 3 

Automatic Schematic Generation 

To create incremental schema tics, it is necessary to knowhow to create schematics automati
cally. In this chapter, some of the criteria are stated togenera te good schema tics, and also the 
algorithms are described which use these qualities as guidelines for schematic generation. 

3.1 Readable schematics 

During the design process of integrated circuits, some feedback is provided for the designer 
by automatically generated schematics of the intermediately constructed networks. The sche
matic generation of a circuit has some resemblance with the layout processof VLSI-circuits. 
Minimum area is an important constraint used in the layout process of VLSI-circuits. How
ever, minimum area is nota main goal in schematic generation. The main goal is togenera te 
a schematic diagram which is 'readable' fora designer. Although there are no exact guide
lines, some criteria can be used to improve readability. Several criteria are mentioned in the 
literature [7, 8, 6]. 

• Left-to-right signal flow 

• Grouping of heavily connected parts 

• Traceable (global) signal flow 

• Few crossovers 

• Few bends 

• Usage of circuit conventions (e.g. flip-flop structure) 

Most of these criteria will be used as guidelines for the placement and routing heuristics of 
the schematic generator. Notall criteria will be used, the emphasis of this project is more on 
the incremental aspect of the schema tics. 

In the literature several methods are treated to generate schematics. Some of the methods 
arebasedon an algorithrnic approach, some of the methods use an expert system approach 
and some use a combination of these approaches. To fulfill the criteria to generate readable 
schematics, an algorithrnic approach is chosen because an algorithrnic approach seems more 
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8 AUTOMATIC SCHEMATIC GENERATION 

suitable for incremental schema tics. Another reason is that creating a knowledge base for an 
expert system is a time consuming process. 

3.2 Schematic form and circuit data structure 

The schematics which are generated by the schematic generatorand the incremental schema
tic generator are at gate level. The gates are multiple-input and multiple-output gates. In gate 
level circuits, latehes are supported; when these latehes are removed from the circuit, the re
maining circuit is acyclic. 

In figure 3.1 an example of a schematic is given. Severallayout restrictions are used to sirn
plify placement of gates and nets: 

• Gates, inputs and outputs are placed in columns, called levels. 

• The routing area between the levels is divided into tracks, in which the vertical seg
ments (= line elements) of the nets are placed. So the minimum distance between ver
tical net segments is bounded by the width of a track. 

• The x and y positions are restricted to an integer matrix. 

Figure 3.1: Example schematic 

The gates are called instances. The graphical elements used in the schematic are shown in fig
ure 3.2. A net has one predecessor segment on the left (if feedback nets are not used!), one 
vertical segment and several successar segments on the right. The height of the instanee de
pends on the number of inputs or outputs. 

The schematic is stored in the data structure shown in figure 3.3. The data structure contains 
three parts: 

• Instances 

Instanee elements represent the gates; they have pointers to net objects. These pointers 
define the inputs and the outputs of the instance. In the instanee element, information 
is stored such as layout information (for example x and y position of the instance). 
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Net Gate Output Input 

Figure 3.2: Graphical shapes used in the schematic 

• Nets 

Net elements, with pointers to instanee objeets. It is also possible to store information 
in this element sueh as layout information. 

• Modules 

The type of an instanees is stored in a module. The type information of an instanee is 
stored only onee, beeause several instanees may point to the same module. Information 
stored in this object is for example shape information of the module. The narnes of the 
input and output pins arealso stored in a module. 

Figure 3.3: Internal datastructure to store a netlist 
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10 AUTOMATIC SCHEMATIC GENERATION 

3.3 Problem decomposition 

To tackle the problem of schematic generation, the problem is divided into a nurnber of sub
problems. First of all, the problem is divided into placement and routing problems. The 
placement problems are divided into relative placement problems and absolute placement 
problems. Relative placement means that only the ordering of the elements is determined 
and absolute placement means that the exact positions of the elements are deterrnined. 

In figure 3.4 the subproblems are shown. Although the problems are treated separately, they 
arenotindependent of each other. For example, routing the nets depends on the positions of 
the instances. The heuristics used in drawing the schematic usually take these dependendes 
between the subproblems into account. 

Relative horizontal ordering 
of instances 

Relative vertical ordering 
of instances 

Ordering of pins 

Absolute placement 
of instances 

Track assignment 
of nets 

Schematic drawing 

Figure 3.4: Problem decomposition of automatic schernatic generation 

The subproblem 'Track assignment of nets' places the vertical segments of the nets in a track. 
The rest of the subproblems speak for themselves. Notall the steps are shown in figure 3.4; 
some trivial steps have been omitted for clarity. 

During the design process of the schematic generator one important aspect must be taken 
into account: it should be possible to extend the generator to generate incremental schema
tics. This means that it should be possible to replace gatestoother positions within the sche
ma tic. In consequence, this irnposes additional constraints on the internal data structure of 
the circuit, the algorithms of the generatorand the graphical representation of the circuit. 
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3.4 Leveling method 

Objective: Assignment of instances to columns 

The instances are placed in levels (columns). In every level, a group of instances and nets will 
be drawn. Each level has a level nurnber, starting with nurnber zero for the fust level on the 
leftof the schernatic. Every instanee has to be scheduled in a level. Three criteria are taken 
into account when perforrning this horizontal scheduling: 

• Maintaining left-to-right signal flow 

• Even dis tribution of instances over the columns 

• Limited use of levels 

The first two criteria are in conflict; it is not always possible to rnaintain the left-to-right signal 
flow with a given nurnber of levels. The ernphasis will be laid on the fust criterion, because 
readability of the schematic is more important than cornpactness of the schema tic. With the 
lirnitation of left-to-right signal flow, the minimum nurnber of levelscan be found. To satisfy 
these two criteria, the positions of the instances are scheduled using ASAP-scheduling (As 
Soon As Possible). The ASAP-value is defined as follows: 

Definition 3.1 The ASAP-value of an instanee is the lowest column nurnber in which the in
stance can be placed, without vialating left-to-right signal flow. So this value is one higher 
than the maximurn ASAP value of its predecessors. D 

lt is trivial to irnplernent this ASAP-scheduling using a recursive assignrnent of level nurn
bers. The recursion starts with the output instances and ends with the input instances, which 
have level nurnber zero. To satisfy the third criterion, the ASAP-scheduling is refined using 
ALAP-values (As Late As possible). The ALAP-value of an instanee is defined as follows: 

Definition 3.2 The ALAP-value of an instanee is the highest column nurnber in which the in
stances can be placed (bounded by a maximurn column nurnber), without vialating left-to
right signal flow. D 

The maximurn column nurnber is equal to the minimum nurnber of levels needed minus one. 

Now the instances have an initial scheduling according to the ASAP-values, it is possible to 
place sorne instances more to the right in the schernatic. For this, the ALAP-values of the 
instances are used. So for each instance, there is an interval [ASAP, ALAP] in which the in
stance could be scheduled. To obtain a uniform distribution of the instances over the levels, 
the instances are placed in the least crowded column frorn the interval. To find this column, 
the height of the column is calculated. The level with the smallest height will be chosen for 
the placement of the instance. In the algorithrn, a current ALAP value is used. The current 
ALAP value is based on the current level positions of its successar instances. The algorithrn 
works as follows: after placing the instances at their ASAP positions, the algorithrn places all 
the outputs at the maximurn column nurnber. Th en the instances in the levels to the left of the 
outputs are handled; starting with the level next to the outputs. For every instanee in each 
level, the current ALAP value is calculated and the instanee is placed in the least crowded 
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12 AUTOMATIC SCHEMATIC GENERATION 

column in the interval [ASAP, current ALAP]. In figure 3.6 and figure 3.5 the effect of the us
age of ALAP values is shown. In figure 3.6, the instances are distributed more uniformly than 
in figure 3.5. 

Figure 3.5: Only ASAP used 

Figure 3.6: ALAP used 

The complexity of the algorithm depends on the number of instances N. Every instanee takes 
0 ( N) steps during ALAP rescheduling. Th is is because all the levels to the right of the in
stance are visited; calculating the height is done by summing over all instances in the level. 
As there areN instances which have to be rescheduled, the complexity of the algorithm is 
0( N 2 ). The complexity of the ASAP and ALAP calculations depends on the number of edges. 
There is an edge between two instances if these instances are connected to each other. The 
total number of edges is E. The ASAP and ALAP calculation takes 0( E) time, and is of no 
importance for the complexity of the algorithm. In practice, the complexity is between 0 ( N) 
and 0( N 2) because notalllevels are examined for every instance. 

Dummy instances 

When the level numbers are known, dummy instances are created. Dummy instances are 
created because there are many nets which cross a level. Later on in the schematic drawing 
process, it is possible that the nets will be drawnon the same place as an instanee or other nets. 
Dummy instances are used to prevent this because they reserve space for a net. Of course, 
dummy instances are not drawn, only the nets which are linked to the dummy instances. 

Creating dummy instances must be done after assigning level numbers to the instances, in or
der to detect nets which cross one or more levels. The circuit is traversed from left to right in 
a recursive way, starting with the input instances of the circuit. In every instance, all the out
put nets are examined. If a net crosses a level, a dummy instanee and a dummy net is created. 
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The dummy instanee is positioned at the next level. The dummy net and instances are then 
linked to the existing data structure. Then the recursion continues with the next instances. 

The best vertical position of a dummy net is the same position as the predecessor, so the nets 
have fewer bends. This enhances the readability of the diagram, see figure 3.7. The assign
ment of the vertical positions is done later on in the schematic drawing process. 

~dummy instances 

Figure 3.7: Dummy insfances 

3.5 Sorting instances 

Objective: Minimization of net crossings by reordering of insfances 

The goal of sorting the instances is to minimize the number of crossings of the nets by sorting 
the relative vertical positions of the instances. A minimal number of crossings enhances the 
readability of the schematic diagram. The crossing minimization of a two-level schematic is 
NP-hard when the instances for one level are held fixed [3], soit is justified to use heuristics 
instead of trying to find an optimal ordering. 

A possible method is tolook for planar graphs. A graph is planar if it is possible to draw 
the nodes at such a position that every edge doesnotcross with any other edge. However in 
schematic drawings this is barely useful, because in general it is not possible to draw a certain 
(planar) schematic without crossings while maintaining left-to-right signal flow. 

For efficiency reasons a simple technique called bubbling resolution[7] is used to sort the in
stances at each level. Bubbling resolution is a technique to decrease the number of crossings. 
The method works as follows (see also figure 3.8) : 

• Input insfances get a unique bubble value 

• Every instaneegets a bubble value which is the weighted value of the values of its predecessors. 

• The nodes in each level are sorted according to their bubble values 

The sorting of instances reduces the nurnber of crossings, but is not optimal as can be seen 
in figure 3.8. In this example, further crossing reduction is still possible by placing c and fat 
the top of the schematic. 

The assignment of the bubble values is done level by level. A problem arises when there are 
two instances with the same bubble value. If such a situation occurs, the bubble value is cal
culated again but now the mean of the successors bubble values is taken. The instanee with 
the lowest bubble value is placed above the other instance. If these values are still equal, one 
of the instances is placed above the other without looking for the best choke. 

13 



14 AUTOMATIC SCHEMATIC GENERATION 

c 

Figure 3.8: Bubbling technique 

Later on in the calculation of the schema tic, the actual vertical positions are assigned toeach 
instance. This placement starts at the highest level (the sum of the instance's height is max
imal). For a better final placement, the instanee sorting also starts at the highest level. In 
figure 3.9 a random sorting is used and in figure 3.10, the ordering is done by the sorting al
gorithm, which results in a reduction of the number of crossings. 

Figure 3.9: No sorting used 

The complexity of the algorithm depends on the number of instances N and the number of 
instances per level Li· Every level i takes 0 ( Lilog( Li)) time, because each level is sorted ac
cording to their bubble values, and sorting n instances takes 0 ( nlogn) time. The complex
ity of the algorithm is O(I::i L;log(Li)). Calculating the bubble values is of O(E), with E the 
number of edges, and is not important for the complexity. At the worst, the number of in
stances in a level is of order N. So the complexity of the algorithm is O(NlogN). In practice 
the complexity is between O(N) and O(NlogN). 

3.6 Pin ordering 

Objective: Minimization of net crossings by reordering the pins of the instances 

After assigning the bubble values, the relative positions of the instances are known. With 
these relative positions it is possible to find the optima! ordering of the pins, assuming that 
the positions of the pins are exchangeable. The technique to reduce the number of crossings 
is called pin ordering. The methad is as follows: the pins on the left and right side of the 
instanee are sorted according to the bubble values of the attached instances. A pin with an 
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Figure 3.10: Sorting used 

attached instanee with a low bubble value gets a position above a pin with an attached in
stance with a higher value. See figure 3.11. 

Figure 3.11: Pin ordering 

The minimum number of crossings is not just achieved by a correct pin ordering. The posi
honing of the vertical segmentsof the nets (assignment of nets to tracks), should also look 
for minimal crossings. In figure 3.12 the pin ordering does not result in a minimum nurnber 
of crossings, because the positions of the vertical segments of the nets is not optima!. So the 
track assignment should position the nets at the correct positions, reducing the number of 
crossings (see Track assignment). The ordering of the pins is done before the placement of 
the instances. This is done, because orderingafter placement introduces bends. 

Figure 3.12: Wrong pin ordering 

The complexity of the algorithm depends on the nurnber of edges E, the number of pinsper 
instanee Pi and the nurnber of instances N. Sorting n pins takes 0 ( nl ogn) time, so the com
plexity of the algorithm is O(L:::::i Pilog(Pi)). At its worst, the nurnber of edges of an instanee 
is of order E. So the complexity of the algorithm is O(ElogE). In practice the complexity is 
O(NlogN), because the nurnber of pinsper instanee is usually lirnited. 

15 



16 AUTOMATIC SCHEMATIC GENERATION 

3.7 Vertical instanee placement 

Objective: Physical assignment of y coordinate according to the sorted order, while reducing the num
ber of bends of the nets 

At this time all the relative placement inforrnation is known so the absolute placement of the 
instances is now possible. The rnain goal is to get a readable schema tic; minimal area is not an 
important criterion (in contrast with layouting an IC). A schematic with minimal area results 
in an unreadable schematic because the signal flow is hard to trace. However it is not needed 
to reserve a vertical area for each instanee which is large enough for all types of instances. A 
dummy instanee for exarnple has a minimum size (1 unit), because no box is drawnat the 
place of such a module. 

In order to get a reasonably compact schematic without rnaking the schematic too dense, the 
positioning of the instances starts at the most crowded level: the level which has the highest 
vertical size in the schema tic. This size is calculated by sumrning the vertical sizes of the in
stances in the sarne level. The instances of the starting level are placed with constant space 
between thern. When the starting level is placed, the levels to the right and to the left are 
placed. 

The instances to the right of the starting level are positioned level by level. The instances in 
each level are positioned according to the sorted order, starting with the first. The algorithrn 
tri es to place the in stances at the position w hich miniruizes the wire length with the connected 
instances of the previous level. This position is calculated in the sarne way as the bubble val
ues but now the exact coordinates of the previous level are taken. In case of a dummy in
stance, the position will be the sarne position as the connected instanee of the previous level, 
so the wires are straight lines. lf the position is calculated, a check is done to see if it is pos
sibie to place the instanee at that position without causing overwriting later on, when the 
schematic is actually drawnon the screen. This check is easy to do because the instances are 
placed frorn the top to the bottorn, according to the sorted order. Just keeping track of the 
lowest used y coordinate is needed to see if it is possible to place the instanee at the desired 
position. If it is not possible the instanee is placed at this lowest used y coordinate. The po
sitioning of the instances to the left of the starting level is analogous to the positioning of the 
instances to the right, only the direction of placing the instances is towards the inputs, instead 
of towards the outputs. 

It is also possible to 'restrict' the placement so that the height of all the levels does not ex
ceed the height of the starting level. This is done by calculating the space which is rninirnally 
needed during positioning without exceeding the height of the starting level. If the space 
which is neededis higher than the place which is left, the instanee cannot be placed at the 
desired position. In that case the instanee will be placed as low as possible, so that there is 
enough room left for the unplaced instances. 

The cornplexity of the algorithrn depends on the nurnber of edges E because for every in
stance, the position is calculated depending on the predecessors. Therefore, the cornplexity 
is 0( E). 

3.8 Track assignment 

Objective: Track assignment of nets in between levels, without overlapping other nets 
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The goal of track assignrnent is to deterrnine a track for each net. The problern is in fact a 
channel routing problern, which is done in 'rnanhattan' style. This rneans only horizontal 
and vertical wire-segrnents are used. The routing area, the space between two levels, is di
vided into vertical tracks in which one ore more vertical net-segrnents will be placed. A track 
nurnber is assigned to each net, track nurnber zero is the track on the left. Several criteria are 
used when calculating the track nurnbers of the nets: 

• Minimal use of space 

• Minimal number of crossings 

• Functionally correct drawing of nets 

A well known algorithrn which is used for channel routing is the line-packing algorithrn [5]. 
The line-packing algorithrn rneets the first and the third criterion. lt fills a track cornpletely 
with net segrnents before a new track is created. To meet the third criterion, vertical con
straints are used when assigning tracks. 

The algorithrn has to know the top and bottorn coordinates of the net. These coordinates are 
deterrnined by the positions of the pins to which the nets are connected. Furtherrnore, the 
algorithrn has to know the constraints between the nets. A net i has to be placed to the left 
of another net j if net i has a predecessor pin at the sarne vertical coordinate as a pin of the 
successors of net j; see figure 3.13. This is analogous to the vertical constraints in the left edge 
algorithrn [5]. 

~ ____ __,] 

Figure 3.13: Constraint: net i must be to the leftof net j 

Before the assignrnent of the track nurnbers starts, the nets of the level are sorted on decreas
ing bottorn y coordinate (y = 0: top of schernatic). This is done for an optirnal usage of the 
tracks because the algorithrn fills every track in the sorted order. However, this results in a 
lot of crossings. In figure 3.14, the pins are sorted according to the predecessors positions and 
the nets are sorted according to decreasing bottorn y coordinate (left part of figure 3.14). A 
better ordering is shownat the right in figure 3.14. In here the nets which 'go up' are sorted to 
increasing top y coordinate. A net which 'goes up' is detected by exarnining the coordinates 
of the attached pins: 

predecessor's y coordinate > (bottom y of net+ top y of net)/2 

This only holds for nets which have overlap; nets without overlap do not cross. 

The line packing algorithrn works as follows: 

• Sart the nets, as explained before. 

• Fill the first track with the nets (in the sorted order), if a net has overlap with a placed net ar a 
vertical constraint with an unplaced net, placement of this net is postponed. 

17 
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Figure 3.14: Nets going upward 

• If it is nat possible to place any net in the current track, just place the first non-placed net in the 
current track, markit as unplaceable and continue with the next track. 

• Continue with the next track until all nets have been placed 

The complexity of the algorithm depends on the number of nets L; per level and the number 
of successar pins P; per level. To select a net for placement, all the nets are examined. For 
every net, all its successar pins are examined for constraints. So all the successar pinsineach 
level are examined befare placing a net; this results in 0 ( P;) complexity. As a result, the com
plexity per level is 0 ( Li Pi) and the complexity of the algorithm is 0 ( Li L; Pi). At its worst, 
the number of successar pins and the number of instances in a level is of 0 ( E ). Hence, the 
complexity is O(N E). 

To check a constraint efficiently, two arrays are used: a leftand a right array. In the left array, 
the id's of the nets are stored. The index for each net is the vertical coordinate of the prede
cessar pin. The same is done for the successar pinsof the nets in the right array, but now a net 
id may appear more than once in the array because there is usually more than one successar 
pin per net. Checking a constraint for one pin takes constant time. 

If a net is marked unplaceable (cyclic conflict), there are some options to solve this problem: 

• Position adjustment of instanee 

• More complex drawing of the net 

If the instanee is positioned at a different place (for example a shift downwards), then the 
cyclic conflict may resolve. However, by shifting instances conflicts withother nets may arise. 
Another disadvantage is that possibly more crossings are introduced by shifting instances. 
So the second option is chosen. In figure 3.15 two methods are shown to resolve the cyclic 
conflict by a different drawing of the nets. The fust methad is chosen for its sirnplicity. With 
this methad the horizontal segment which caused the conflict is shifted downwards a bit (one 
quarter of a coordinate unit). 

Figure 3.15: Two methods to resolve a cyclic conflict 
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3.9 Drawing the nets 

Objective: Drawing the nets functionally correct 

Now the positions of the vertical and horizontal segmentsof the nets are known, drawing the 
nets should be easy. However, some nets are marked unplaceable so they have to be drawn 
differently. As explained before, the horizontal segmentsof the nets which cause the problem 
are shifted downwards a bit (see figure 3.15) so that they do not overlap. 

To enhance the readability of the schema tic, crosses aredrawnat the places where the nets 
have branches. A cross is only drawn if there are three or more net segments at a branching 
point which have to be linked together. 

19 
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Chapter4 

Incremental Schematic Generation 

Incrementally generating schematics of a newer circuit is basedon an older circuit which has 
some similarity with the newer circuit. Exploiting these similarities during schematic gener
ation is treated in this chapter. Two methods are presented for incremental schematic gener
ation. 

4.1 Two methods for incremental schematic generation 

The main goal of an incremental schematic generator is to show the similarities between two 
circuits. To simplify comparison of both circuits, the schematic generator should be able to 
draw a schema tic in w hich the similar points are a lso placed at a similar position. The similar
ities, which are detected by another program, are not immediately useful for the incremental 
schematic generator. These similarities have to be processed in advance. For example, the 
similarity detector might discover that a gate is similar with two (or more) gates in the older 
circuit. The incremental schematic generator has to choose one of these similarities first. 

Wh en all the similarities are known, a method must be devised to exploit these similarities in 
the schematic generation. The first method to generate incremental schematics uses the lay
out information of the already drawnolder circuit togeneratea new schematic. However, it 
may not always possible to place a gate in the new schematic at the same position because 
of the differences in the implementation. The second approach for generating schematics in
crementally, is togenera te bath schematics simultaneously, which could solve the latter prob
lem. Both methods are described in the following sections, but fust something is said about 
the similarities and selecting the right ones. 

4.2 Equivalence in circuits 

Equivalence between (parts of) circuits can be structural or functional. Functional equivalence 
means the same input and output relations. Structurally equivalent parts uses the same im
plementation. Two structurally equivalent parts are functionally equivalent if those parts 
have the same inputs. 

Between two circuits, combinations ofboth equivalences may exist. Two circuits may be func-
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tionally equivalent, but structurally inequivalent or two functionally inequivalent circuits 
may have some internal equivalences (functional or structural). For example two circuits 
may use the samebuilding blocks (for example an adder), but the output of those blocks are 
functionally inequivalent because of a difference in inputs. 

The type of equivalence which is used depends on what the designer wants to see. For ex
ample in technology mapping, the functionality of the circuit does not change, but the im
plementation does. A lot of internat signals will remain functionally equivalent. So func
tional equivalence is important here. This type of equivalence is used because the applica
tion area for which the incremental schematic generator is tested, is technology mapping. A 
mapped circuit is functionally equivalent to the original circuit. During mapping other gate
types may be used, but many internal signal may remain functionally equivalent. In the rest 
of the chapter, an equivalent instanee means a functionally equivalent instance. 

Detecting and storing equivalences 

To denote functional equivalence in the data structure, it is possible to say that a net is func
tionally equivalent with another net. Another possibility is to say that an instanee is function
ally equivalent with another instanee (the outputs are functionally equivalent). At the Design 
Automation Section from the Eindhoven University ofTechnology research is done to exploit 
similarities between circuits in a BDD-based Verification methad [4]. In this approach, net
to-net equivalences are used. However, instance-to-instance equivalences seerns more ap
propriate for the problem at hand, because the incrernentallayout generation of a schematic 
is based on the positions of the instances. To benefit from the research, the net equivalences 
are changed to instanee equivalences: an instanee is equivalent with another instance, if the 
output nets of both instances are functionally equivalent. 
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4.3 Processing the equivalences 

The given equivalences between the circuits are not directly applicable for the incrernental 
schematic generator. For incrernental schematic generation, the equivalences should conform 
to two requirernents: 

• No 'cross-nuzppings' 

• The nuzpping of instances to equivalent instances in the older circuit should be nuzny-to-one, ar 
better: one-to-one 

Cross-mappings 

In figure 4.1, the problern of a cross mapping is shown. In the new circuit, instanee nl has an 
equivalent instanee o2 in the old circuit. The incrernental generator could place instanee nl 
at the sarne level as o2. A problern arises when instanee n2 must be placed. If it is placed at 
the sarne level as instanee ol, then it is placed befare instanee nl. This is not possible because 
it violates the signai-flow frorn left to right. A salution is to place ol to the right of o2 (or nl to 
the right of n2), but this is not possible if o2 is in the fanout of o 1. If it is not possible to resolve 
the crossing by replacing one of the instances, the crossing will be called a stift crossing, if it 
is possible, the crossing will be called a loose crossing 

I 
Old Circuit I 

I o2 

I 
I 

New Circuit 
I 
I n1 

I 

Figure 4.1: A cross nuzpping 

To overcorne this problern, all the stiff crossings have to be deleted. For exarnple, the equiva
lence frorn n2 to ol could be erased. But first, the stiff crossings have to be detected. To detect 
a 'cross-rnapping', the level nurnbers of the circuit are used. For this, the new circuit is tra
versed recursively, starting with the inputs. For every recursive call a maximum level number 
is stored. The level nurnbers are the level nurnbers of the equivalent instances in the older 
circuit. If an instanee has a an equivalent instanee with a higher level nurnber than the rnax
imum level nurnber, the maximurn level nurnber is set to this nurnber. If the level nurnber is 
lower, then a crossing rnay be present. In that case, there is a stiff crossingif the instanee with 
the lower level nurnber is in the fanin of the instanee with the maximurn level nurnber. Eras
ing the equivalence solves the problern. To execute the deletion of stiff crossings, the level 
nurnbers in the old circuit have to be calculated first. For this, the ASAP values are sufficient. 
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One-to-one mappings 

In figure 4.2, the problem of a one-to-many mapping is shown. The incremental generator 
does not know where to place the instanee in the new circuitbasedon the layout information 
of the old circuit. The processing step has to choose one of the equivalences. 

Old Circuit 

NewCircuit 

? 
I 

Figure 4.2: A one-to-many mapping 

The problem is trivial when the new instanee is an input or an output. One of the equivalent 
instances should also be an input or an output, because the inputs and outputs ofboth circuits 
are identical. A possible method to solve the non-trivial case, is to base the choice on the 
neighbors of the instances. The equivalences in the neighborhood of each equivalent-pair 
are examined. The equivalent-pair with the most number of identical equivalences will be 
chosen. The size of the neighborhood may be the complete fanin and fanout of each instance. 
But camparing two areasof 0( N) size may take to much time. If the size of the neighborhood 
is limited the time to a small number, comparison takes little time. 
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4.4 Incremental drawing : first method 

The incremental schematic generator has to place the equivalent instances at a 'comparable' 
position. Inthebest case, this means that the instanee in the new circuit is drawnat exactly 
the same place as the equivalent instanee in the old circuit. The first method to draw incre
mental schematics tries to do this by reading the layout information of an already generated 
schematic. The problem hereis that it may not be possible to place every equivalent instanee 
at its comparable position. The problem is the difference in implementation; it may not be 
possible to place an instanee at a certain level because the left-to-right signal flow will be vi
olated by placing it there. The incremental schematic generator tries to place the instances at 
the desired position (the same position); if this is not possible, the position must be as close 
as possible to this desired position. Another problem this first method is the placement of the 
instances which have no equivalence. These instances have to be placed at a 'nice' position. 
This means that this placement is guided by the criteriatogenera te readable schema tics, just 
as in normal schematic generation. However, placing the inequivalent instances must not 
interfere with the equivalent instances. 

To implement the first method of incremental schematic generation, the schematic generator, 
described in chapter three, is adjusted. In figure 4.3 is indicated which partsof the schematic 
generator are adjusted. 

r ,-----~-------------~ 
I · lncremental relative horizontal 
1 

1 
ordering of instances 

I I 

I lncremental relative vertical 
I ordering of instances 
l_ 

Schematic drawing 

Figure 4.3: Adjustments to schematic generator 

4.4.1 Incrementalleveling method 

When assigning level numbers to the instances, the instances which have an equivalent in
stance in the old circuit should be placed at a comparable level. If the number of levels of 
both circuits is equal, then the level number must be equal. If the number of levels differs, 
the level number of the old instanee is scaled. The sealing factor is : the number of levels in 
the new circuit divided by the number of levels in the old circuit. 
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In the leveling rnethod, as described in chapter three, an instanee is placed in an interval 
[ASAP, current ALAP]. With the incrernentalleveling rnethod, the 'cornparable' level nurnber 
is taken insteadof the least crowded level. The cornparable level nurnber can be used if it is in 
the interval [ASAP, current ALAP]. If it is not in the interval, the ASAP or the current ALAP 
value is chosen (whichever is dosest to the cornparable level nurnber). Instances which have 
no equivalent instanee in the old circuit are placed at their current ALAP value. By doing 
so, the rernaining instances on the left, which have to be placed, have a larger [ASAP, current 
ALAP] interval. So the chance that an instanee will be placed at a cornparable level nurnber 
increases. 

4.4.2 Incrernental instanee sorting 

If the equivalent instances must be placed at the sarne place as in the old circuit, the ordering 
must be equal first. The inequivalent instances in between the equivalent instances have to 
be ordered too, at a position which reduces the nurnber of crossings, justas in the instanee 
sorter described in chapter three. A possible rnethod is to use the y positions of the equiva
lent instances in the old circuit as the bubble values. The bubble values of the inequivalent 
instances are calculated the sarne way as described in chapter three. By copying the y posi
tions of the instances in the old circuit, the ordering of the equivalent instances in the new 
circuit is equal. 

The rnethod works as follows: 

• Input instanees get a unique bubble value, whieh is a eopy of the y position of the equivalent 
instanee 

• Every instanee whieh has a an equivalent instaneegets a bubble value whieh is a eopy of the y 
position of the equivalent instanee 

• Every iustanee whieh has na equivalenee gets a bubble value whieh is the weighted value of the 
values of its predeeessors. 

4.4.3 Incremental vertical instanee placement 

The vertical instanee placement tries to place the equivalent instances at the sarne place or a 
cornparable place. Just copying the y coordinates of the equivalent instances in the old circuit 
will not work because of the difference in size between the circuits. Therefore, a sealing fac
tor is calculated by dividing the maximurn height of the new circuit by the maximurn height 
of the old circuit. The maximurn height is calculated by surnrning the vertical sizes of the 
instances in the sarne level. 

The placement of the instances is alrnost the sa me as in (not incrernental) instanee placement. 
The desired y position of an inequivalent instanee is calculated by taking the rnean of the exact 
y positions of all the direct predecessors. In case of an equivalent instance, the y position is 
copied frorn the equivalent instanee and scaled to the new circuit's size. Justas in normal 
placement, described in chapter three, the instanee is placed at this y position if possible. 
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4.5 Incremental drawing : second method 

The second method draws both circuit simultaneously. The advantage is that it is now possi
bie to place equivalent instances always at the same position. The basic idea is to create a tem
porary circuit, which is a merged version of both circuits. In the merged circuit, two equiva
lent instances are merged to one bigger merged instance. After the merging, the schematic of 
the merged circuit is calculated. The schematics of the two circuits arebasedon the schema
tic of the merged circuit. Togenera te these schema tics, the incremental schematic generation 
algorithms of the first method are used as described in the previous section. In figure 4.4 the 
subproblems are shown. 

Merging of circuits 

t 
Schematic generation 
of merged circuit 

~ ~ 
! 

lncremental schematic lncremental schematic 
generation of first circuit generation of secend circuit 
based on merged circuit based on merged circuit 

Figure 4.4: Incremental schematic generation: second methad 

4.5.1 Merging two circuits 

To merge two circuits, both circuits are copied to a new circuit: the merged circuit. After 
merging, the equivalent instances are merged to a bigger instance, as shown in figure 4.5. 

Figure 4.5: Merging two instances 

Tomerge the two instances, a new merged module must be created first. The older two mod
ules are copied to one merged module. As can beseen in figure 4.5, the type ofboth instances 
may be different. After merging the modules, all the connected nets of the two instances are 
connected to the merged instance. In figure 4.6 two small circuits are merged to a bigger cir
cuit. The numbers indicate the functional equivalent points in the circuit. 

The merged circuit is used to draw bath circuits incrementally; the result is shown in fig
ure 4.7. 
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Figure 4.6: Merging two circuits 

~ 
~.::...--3 -----'1 

Figure 4.7: Incrementally generated circuits 



Chapter 5 

Experiments and results 

5.1 Automatic schematic generation 

In this section some automatically generated schematics are shown. The netlists which are 
used to generate the schematics are in the slif format. The narnes under the schematics are 
the slif files names. The generation of these schematics takes little time (a few seconds for the 
larger ones). A schematic which takes more time results in an unreadable schematic because 
the schematic is just too large. But even the schematic of figure 5.7 (about 550 instances) takes 
little time (a few seconds). 

It is possible to placetheinputs in different columns. The ad vantageis that circuits with many 
inputs do not result in very high schematics. Figure 5.5 is the same circuit as figure 5.4 but 
the inputs aredrawnat severallevels. 

Figure 5.1: majority 
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Figure 5.3: pcle 
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Figure 5.6: cex 
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Figure 5.7: C1355 
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5.2 Incremental schematic generation 

In this section, some incremental schematics are shown. On the X-terminal, the schematics 
are drawn in color. In the figures in this report, a light shade is an instanee withno equivalent 
instanee in the other circuit, a medium shade denotes an instanee with a functionally equiva
lent instanee and a black instanee is an instanee with a structurally equivalent instanee (same 
module and same function). As can be seen in the figures, incrementally generating sche
matics works. The schematics presented hereare generated according to the second method. 
The schematics shown in chapter two are generated using the first method. In the fust method, 
equivalent instances are not always placed in the samelevelor at the same vertical position. 
The second metbod places the equivalent instances in the sameleveland at alrnost the same 
vertical position. In figure 5.8 the ordering of the outputs can be irnproved. 

Figure 5.8: an42a and the mapped version 
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Chapter 6 

Conclusions and future work 

6.1 Conclusions 

The autornatic schematic generator has been successfully developed. The problern of creating 
schematics autornatically has been divided into several placement and routing problerns. To 
solve these subproblerns, heuristics are used to create a readable schema tic. These heuristics 
are guided by several criteria which arealso used when drawing schematics rnanually. The 
applied heuristics are polynornial algorithrns and the resulting run tirnes are short. When the 
circuits are too large, the schematics cannot be readable without using hierarchical schema
tics. The schematics produced by the autornatic schematic generator are readable, although 
sorne further irnprovernents to the heuristics are possible. 

Two rnethods for incrernental schematic generation have been presented. The first methad 
tri estogenera te a schematic basedon the layout of the original schema tic. This is done by ex
ploiting the similarities in the heuristics for autornatic schematic generation. This rnethod re
sults in camparabie schematics but not every (equivalent) instanee in the new circuit is placed 
at the sa me position as the equivalent instanee in the old circuit. The idea of the second rnethod 
is to generate the old and the new schematic sirnultaneously by using a rnerged schematic of 
both circuits. The equivalent points of the resulting schematics are alwa ys in the sa me column 
and at almost the sarne vertical place. The quality of the incrernentally generated schematics 
is sornewhat less than the un-incrernentally generated schematics but still quite good. Incre
rnentally generating schematics is possible and the resulting schematics are camparabie with 
the older schernatics. 
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6.2 Future work 

The automatic schematic generator doesnotsupport latehes yet, so this is a possible improve
ment. Further improvements of the schematic generator are support of X-windows drawing 
functions and some minor improvements to the algorithms of the generator. To make larger 
schematics readable, the schematic generator must support hierarchical schematics. 

In the implementation, processing the equivalences is not finished yet. This was nota prob
lem for the generation of the tested schematics but deleting the cross-equivalences may be 
needed for other circuits than the tested ones. The many-to-one deletion is also not imple
mented yet, choosing the equivalence is done at random. Some minor adjustments to the 
incrementally generated schematics seem possible, so the incremental schematic generation 
algorithms could be improved. An extra feature of the incremental schematic generator could 
be the support of pre-placed schema tics. 



Appendix A 

Implementation aspects 

A.l Structure of the program 

The implementation of the incremental schematic generator is in C++. Circuit data structures 
are easy and clear to implement in this language. Basically, there are four types of objects: 

• Data objects, for the circuit representation, 

• Parsers, to read the netlists and equivalence, 

• Heuristics, for the (incremental) schematic generation and a 

• Screen output object, which handles the screen output 

Data objects 

Th ere are two structures to represent the circuit, a Circuit object and a LevelArray object. The 
Circuit object is the main data structure and is used to represent the circuit: the input and 
output relations and the layout information. The LevelArray object is used as a convenient 
extra data structure during schematic generation. This array keeps track which instances or 
nets are in each level by storing pointers totheinstances or nets in a Level object (element of 
LevelArray). This is possible when level numbers have been assigned totheinstances (the 
level number of a net is the same as the level number of its predecessor instance). This is 
necessary for the efficiency of the irnplementation because most of the heuristics are executed 
level by level. 

The Circuit object contains listsof instances, nets and modules. The member functions of the 
Circuit object are mainly used for building and reading the circuit representation but a few 
(trivial) functions for schematic generation arealso included. The less trivial algorithms are 
implemented in separate objects. 

Parsers 

The parsers are used for reading the netlists and the equivalence lists. The SlifParser object 
reads a slif-type netlist and converts it to the internal data structure. The BasicParser also 
reads a netlist, of a more sirnple type. Furthermore, the BasicParser object is also used to 
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read and convert the equivalence list in which the equivalent nets are stored between the two 
circuits. The equivalences between the two circuits are stored in the instances instead of the 
nets. 

Reuristics 

The different heuristics used for generating the layout are storedinseparate objects. Every 
heuristic has it its own object, so the functionality of each heuristic is implemented locally in 
a relatively small object. lt is also possible to implement each heuristic as a memher function 
of the Circuit data structure, but this leadstoa large number of memher functions. The sepa
ration of the heuristics simplifies the possibility of improving the heuristics in the future. An 
extra advantage of the separation arises when the incremental heuristics are not needed. It is 
very easy to discard the incremental heuristics and to change the main program for normal 
(not incremental) schematic generation. 

Screen output 

The Screen objects handles the screen output. Also defined in the header file of this objects 
(Screen.h) are several constants which arealso used in the schematic heuristics. For exam
ple, some of these constants define the size of a coordinate in pixels, the width of a gate, the 
color of a net-wire and so on. The Screen object generates a screen output, given the Circuit 
data structure. In the current implementation, the output is a text file in which the drawing 
instructions are stored. These drawing instructions are senttoa program called 'backdraw' 
which draws the actual picture of the schematic on the screen. 

A.2 Graphical fundions 

The drawing of the schematic elements such as nets, wires and narnes is performed with an 
object called Screen. The advantages of using an object are: 

• Easy to use 

• Simple to use more than one screen, just create more Screen objeds. 

• Easy to change the drawing fundions 

Th ere are memher functions to draw these elements at a given position. All the drawing func
tions arebasedon two memher functions: drawLine (x1, y1, x2, y2) and drawRedangle (x, y, 
width, height). In the Screen.h file some constants are defined which influence the look of the 
schema tic. The constants with theprefix 'SCREEN_' arealso used in theeode of the schematic 
generator. 

The drawing functions use the program 'backdraw' to draw lines. Backdraw uses an ascü file 
with drawing commands as input. So the drawing functions of Screen genera te an output 
which is sent to backdraw. It is easy to use other drawing function, for example X-windows 
functions, just by adjusting the memher functions of screen. Some drawbacks of using back
draw are: 

• Limited set of drawing fundions 
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• Text is not autorrliltically scaled 

• No interaction possible 

• The circuit drawing is not fast (but it is possible to speed it up by minimizing the number of 
color changes: switching to another drawing color takes time) 

But there arealso some important advantages: 

• The drawing is autorrliltically resized to fit in the window 

• No time lost in implementing drawing functions with for example X-windows library functions 

• Built-in zoom function 

• Built-in postscript output 
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